Mission Statement:

To create a global zero emissions ecosystem.
BYD Electric Vehicles For Every Use

7 Electric Vehicles
- Taxi
- Passenger car
- Construction
- City bus
- Coach
- Logistics
- Sanitation

4 Special Fields
- Mining sites
- Airports
- Harbors
- Warehouses
BYD Electric Vehicles For Every Use

100% Electric!

- Taxi
- Passenger car
- Construction
- Mining sites
- City bus
- Airports
- Coach
- Logistics
- Sanitation
- Warehouses
- Harbors

2. Full Range From 3.5 Ton to 44 Ton (Full Electric)

3. Lower TCO than Diesel
Electric Logistic Solution

LCV-3.5T

MCV-7.5T

MCV-12T
Electric Sanitation Solution

T8SA

T7A

T9M
Electric Construction Solution

T8A

J7
Electric Solution For Harbor

Q1M

Q1

Q3M
Electric Mining Solution

V60
Thank you!